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Step outdoors on a clear night and gaze at any of the stars above. Depending on its 

distance from Earth, its light has traveled through space for years, centuries or millennia at 

enormous speed before it reaches your eyes to appear as a brilliant spark amid darkness. If, for 

some cosmic reason, the star were suddenly to brighten or grow dim, you would not see the 

change until that same long time span had gone by. Now step indoors and switch on a lamp. Its 

glow apparently illuminates the room in an instant, but that light must also travel from the lamp 

to your eyes. It does so at the same speed as light from a star and covers meters in mere 

nanoseconds. Your eyes and brain function more slowly than that, and so the room seemingly 

brightens or darkens instantaneously when you turn the lamp on or off.  

Though the earthly and cosmic travel times are so different, they represent the same 

fundamental facts about light: it moves rapidly and in straight lines from a source to your eyes – 

or at least so it seemed to the early Greek philosophers who contemplated light. We have 

modified these conclusions as our knowledge of light’s intangible nature has evolved into deeper 

understanding – deeper, but incomplete, for light still holds mysteries. Yet we know it well 

enough to predict its behavior and manipulate it with exquisite finesse for scientific research, 

technological application, and aesthetic use. Most important for us, perhaps, we also know how 

to create it to illuminate the night. 

The prehistory of light 

But though humanity’s generation of artificial light dates back many thousands of years, 

light has been part of nature almost since the Universe was born. In the form of packets of 

energy called photons, light appeared soon after the Big Bang, the explosion of space, time and 
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energy that began the Universe some 14 billion years ago. Now light continues as an essential 

part of the cosmos along with matter, which light helped to form. Einstein’s equation E = mc2 

indicates that matter can change into energy, and energy into matter. The latter happened after 

the Big Bang when new-born photons collided and turned into electrons and other elementary 

particles. These eventually combined into today’s stars, planets, and our own Earth, while the 

remaining light traversed space, as it still does. That primeval light, the Cosmic Background 

Radiation, is an important clue to the Big Bang and the evolution of the Universe.  

Along with its role in the physical universe, light has also been essential for life. Light 

energy from the Sun helped create the complex molecules that came together to form life on our 

planet, and sunlight sustained life forms as they developed into plants and animals. As these 

became more complex and differentiated, they reacted to light in varied ways. Prehistoric 

humans surely responded with joy or fear to the Sun’s rising and setting without knowing the 

nature of its light. Perhaps as a result of those feelings, light has long played a role in human 

spiritual and divine beliefs, and in the human desire to seek beauty and create art. 

Critical experiments 

For these reasons, when early Greek thinkers asked “What is the nature of the world 

around us?,” it was inevitable that they would also question the nature of light. That examination 

deepened as science developed after the Greeks. Later researchers closely examined light 

through measurements and experiments and theorized about it from those results. As scientific 

study answered old questions about light, it raised new ones that required further investigation 

until we have reached our present advanced but still incomplete understanding. 

For example, the Greeks knew that light moves quickly or even at infinite speed from the 

simple observation that a distant mountain appears in one’s vision apparently instantaneously as 
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the eyes are opened, but they did not attempt to determine the speed. Centuries later, the great 

Renaissance scientist Galileo Galilei, the father of experimental science, proposed measuring the 

time it took a light ray to cover a known distance. Galileo may or may not have actually 

attempted this, but in any case the time intervals over Earthly distances would have been too 

short to determine with contemporary timepieces.  

Instead, the speed was first measured over astronomical dimensions through observations 

made by the Danish astronomer Ole Roemer in 1676, at the Paris Observatory. He was 

determining how long it took Jupiter’s moon Io to circle its planet, in hopes of establishing an 

astronomical clock for use by mariners. To his surprise, he found that the orbital period for Io 

seemed to depend on the month in which he took his data. In a critical insight, Roemer realized 

that the variation arose because light has a finite speed, and was delayed by different times as it 

traveled depending on the distance between Jupiter and our planet as they orbited the Sun.  

Estimates of that distance, and the time intervals from Roemer’s data, led to the first 

measured result for the speed of light, 210,000 kilometers per second – erroneous, but in the 

right range. Later measurements have refined this value until now it is one of the most precisely 

known parameters of nature, with a value of 299,792.458 kilometers per second (generally 

rounded to 300,000 kilometers per second). Even had the speed been accurately determined then, 

however, that alone would not reveal the essential nature of light, which became apparent only 

through other significant experiments.  

In 1666, Isaac Newton made one of these momentous experiments when he sent a ray of 

sunlight through a triangular glass prism. The prism split the sun’s colorless or “white” light into 

a rainbow, covering a gamut of colors that Newton described as red, orange, yellow, green, blue, 

indigo, and violet. To explain this spectrum, Newton drew on his deep understanding of 
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mechanics to theorize that light is made of small particles or “corpuscles” that move in straight 

lines and are deflected differently by the prism according to their mechanical properties.  

Conflicting theories and human vision 

Newton’s theory was taken as correct for over a century, but then another deceptively 

simple experiment suggested something different. Around 1801, the English physician and 

scientist Thomas Young sent light through two narrow slits cut in a thin sheet and saw an 

unexpected pattern projected onto a distant surface. Rather than two bright areas, one illuminated 

by each slit, Young observed alternating bright and dark bands across a wide area. This could not 

come from corpuscles streaming through the slits in straight lines but rather showed that light is 

an undulating wave. Like ocean waves encountering the edge of a seawall and spreading out in 

all directions, these light waves would spread out from each slit to meet or interfere beyond 

them, alternately reinforcing and negating each other to produce bright and dark areas. 

But no one could then imagine what kind of wave a light wave might be. Over 60 years 

later, the Scottish theoretical physicist James Clerk Maxwell provided an answer. Remarkably, 

he had not set out to think about light but to derive equations that described all electric and 

magnetic phenomena. His result contained a surprise. It showed that an undulating combination 

of electric and magnetic fields – an electromagnetic wave – travels at exactly the speed of light. 

This suggested that light is electromagnetic in character, as was soon confirmed by experiment.  

The electromagnetic wave nature of light explained its high speed, Young’s experiment, 

and Newton’s rainbow. Now we understood that the colors we see are related to certain 

electromagnetic wavelengths. The human eye senses a range of 750 to 400 nanometers, from red 

through orange and so on to blue and violet at the shortest wavelengths. White light contains all 
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these wavelengths, each bent differently by a prism to produce a spectrum of wavelengths that 

we see as a rainbow of color. 

This is not to say that electromagnetic waves completely explain how we perceive color, 

which also involves the physiology of the eye and how the brain interprets what the retina 

senses. The complexity of relating the physical nature of light to its perception became apparent 

with the publication in 1810 of Theory of Colours by the great German literary figure Johann 

Wolfgang von Goethe. Goethe, who also had scientific interests, attempted to recreate Newton’s 

experiments but instead mostly observed perceptual reactions to light. Though his conclusions 

about color did not overthrow Newton’s observations, they later influenced artists and 

philosophers such as J. M. W. Turner and Ludwig Wittgenstein.  

With electromagnetic theory, we now also understand that we see only a tiny part of a 

huge range of light filling the universe. Beyond the red lies the infrared with wavelengths longer 

than 750 nanometers, then microwaves and radio waves with wavelengths of millimeters to 

many meters. Ultraviolet light lies below 400 nanometers, followed by X-rays and gamma rays 

with wavelengths down to fractions of a nanometer. Each regime has the same electromagnetic 

nature but affects humans differently. Infrared light is felt as warmth on the skin, ultraviolet light 

tans the skin but can also damage living cells, and X-rays and gamma rays destroy cells.  

Still, electromagnetic theory was not the last word about light. Our understanding again 

shifted because electromagnetic waves seemed to fail in explaining two critical phenomena: the 

photoelectric effect, and so-called “blackbody” radiation from hot objects (so named for 

historical reasons). Exploring these failures in the late 19th and early 20th centuries led to 

quantum mechanics, the photon, and the latest understanding of light. 
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The rise of the photon 

In the photoelectric effect, first seen in 1887, light shining on any of a certain group of 

metals was found to eject electrons from the metal. Somehow the energy of the light was 

transferred to an electron and broke it loose. That was puzzling, because it could happen only if 

light encountered the electron as if light were a particle, not a wave, like a billiard ball passing on 

its energy to a second billiard ball by colliding with it. The photoelectric effect seemed to imply 

the opposite of Young’s experiment.  

Another hint of something not fully understood came in that same era as scientists tried to 

answer a seemingly straightforward question: what are the properties of the light emitted by a hot 

body such as a flame or the filament of an incandescent lamp, then first coming into wide use?  

The basic mechanism for this blackbody light was clear: high temperature makes the 

electrically charged atoms of a body vibrate, which creates electromagnetic waves according to 

Maxwell’s theory. But when researchers calculated the properties of these waves, they obtained a 

worrisome result. It partly agreed with experiment, correctly showing how a body’s temperature 

determines its long wavelength radiation; but whereas measurements show that a hot body emits 

less at short wavelengths, the theory predicted the opposite, that the radiation would increase 

toward infinity at ultraviolet and shorter wavelengths. 

In 1900, the German physicist Max Planck resolved this “ultraviolet catastrophe” with a 

true breakthrough, the birth of quantum theory. By assuming that the atoms vibrated only at 

energies that were exact multiples of a certain basic unit – that is, in quantized steps – Planck 

modified the theory so that it perfectly predicted the measured blackbody radiation at all 

wavelengths. The quantization of energy was a radical idea but its success in describing the light 

from a hot body could not be ignored. 
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Then, in 1905, Einstein quantized light itself. He explained the photoelectric effect by 

proposing that light is made of discrete packages of energy later called “photons.” Other 

evidence soon supported Einstein’s insight, which earned him the 1921 Nobel Prize in Physics. 

Photon theory also clarified why short wavelength light like X-rays is more damaging than long 

wavelength light, for the shorter the wavelength, the greater the photon energy. The theory was 

consistent as well with quantized atomic energies, for now it became clear that if an atom 

changed from one level to another, that would generate or absorb a photon.  

Nevertheless, for all the success of the photon theory, the fact remains that light also 

undergoes wavelike interference such as Young observed. The unavoidable conclusion is that 

light can act as a wave or as a swarm of quantum objects, depending on how its properties are 

measured. This puzzling duality appears as well in the quantum physics of matter, where small 

particles like electrons can also behave like waves. Today, photons are part of the highly 

successful theory of light and matter called quantum electrodynamics (QED) that earned its 

creators the 1965 Nobel Prize in Physics.  

QED combines quantum theory with relativity, a reminder that Einstein’s most famous 

theory also has implications for light. Electromagnetic theory tells us the speed of light but does 

not indicate that only light can reach this speed and that nothing can exceed it. That comes from 

Einstein’s 1905 theory of special relativity, which shows that an object’s mass grows as the 

object gains speed. The mass becomes infinite at the speed of light, which would require infinite 

energy to attain. But photons have zero mass and so only they can travel at light speed.  

Einstein’s general relativity, his theory of gravitation, shows another unexpected 

outcome, that gravity affects light so it does not necessarily follow straight lines. Newton had 

described gravity as an attractive force but in Einstein’s more accurate theory, gravity arises 
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when a massive body distorts the nearby spacetime continuum – the four-dimensional cosmic 

fabric made of three dimensions of space and one of time. A huge sun distorts this sufficiently to 

hold planets in their orbits, and to make light rays follow curved paths; indeed, general relativity 

was confirmed in 1919 by observing that light from a distant star was bent by our own sun. 

Remarkable technology  

Though the quantum and relativistic properties of light seem highly abstract, they have 

real technological uses. The relativistic properties of light are important for the GPS global 

positioning system. A GPS device receives radio signals sent at the speed of light from space 

satellites in Earth orbits. The device calculates its position on the Earth’s surface from the travel 

times of the radio waves, but these are affected by the Earth’s gravitational influence on light. 

GPS software must include this to accurately calculate the location. In ordinary life, however, the 

effects are small enough to ignore, and light rays effectively travel in straight lines.  

Quantum properties also enter into the modern technology of light. These include the 

quantization of energy in photons or at specific levels and other counterintuitive quantum 

features: an elementary particle like an electron or photon can represent several different 

physical states at once; two photons can be “entangled” or linked over large distances with no 

physical connection; and the properties of a photon can be transmitted through empty space to 

another distant photon, like the fantasy idea of teleportation. 

One of the older quantum applications is the laser, which since its invention in 1960 has 

become vital in commerce, medicine, scientific research, and more. Huge lasers producing 

terawatts of power are used in attempts to induce nuclear fusion as a new clean energy source, 

and tiny lasers producing fractions of a watt send voice and data through the optical fiber 

network that spans our globe.  
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A laser depends on the fact that the electrons in each type of atom occupy a distinctive set 

of quantized energy levels, like rungs on a ladder. If a gas is placed in a tube with electrodes and 

a high voltage is applied, the electrons in the gas atoms are excited to higher rungs. Then they 

drop back to lower levels and give up their energy as photons with specific wavelengths, which 

makes the tube emit light. First explored in the late 19th century, such “discharge” sources are 

seen today in neon signs, named after the noble gas neon. That produces a red glow because its 

atoms yield photons with a wavelength of 633 nanometers; other gases generate other colors. 

Such a source becomes a laser when a mirror is placed at each end of the tube. Photons 

from the gas atoms reflect back and forth between the mirrors and create more photons from the 

atoms they pass by a process called stimulated emission (“laser” stands for “light amplification 

by stimulated emission of radiation”). The resulting light beam is intense, tightly focused, and 

coherent (all its waves are in exact step) at a particular wavelength, such as red at 633 

nanometers from neon or green at 514 nanometers from argon. Other laser media, which may be 

different gases or even solids, produce ultraviolet or infrared light. 

The notion of multiple physical states, though hard to accept, is also basic to quantum 

physics. An ordinary object has definite values of its parameters such as momentum. But a 

quantum object like a photon or electron carries many physical possibilities, each of which 

becomes definite only when the property is measured. An electron, for instance, has a magnetic 

component whose north pole can point either up or down. A photon can be “polarized” so that 

the electric field associated with it points either vertically or horizontally. Until the electron 

actually passes through a device that measures its magnetism or the photon passes through a 

polarization filter, both possible values are valid.  
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This property, called superposition, allows photons to efficiently carry data in the form of 

binary bits with value zero or one, represented in digital devices by electrical switches that are 

either off or on. A photon polarized horizontally or vertically can also represent zero or one, but 

with superposition, at the same time. This is a huge gain, since a set of photonic quantum bits (or 

qubits) carries many times the data carried by the same number of ordinary bits. A computer 

with just 150 qubits, it is estimated, would match the combined power of all the world’s most 

powerful conventional computers. This motivates the broad development of quantum computing 

with light that is now underway.  

Entanglement and teleportation can manipulate data in new ways as well. Entanglement 

occurs when certain optical processes create a correlated pair of photons with an astonishing 

property: no matter how far apart, if you measure the polarization of one photon as either 

horizontal or vertical, the other immediately takes on the complementary vertical or horizontal 

value. There is no physical link, yet the second photon is somehow tied to the first through a 

“quantum channel.” This also makes it possible to “teleport” the polarization state of a photon 

through empty space to another distant photon. Experiments confirm these effects over large 

distances and also show that they occur at multiples of the speed of light and perhaps even 

instantaneously, apparently violating the relativistic rule that nothing can travel faster than light.  

These paradoxical effects are unquestionably real though we do not understand them. 

Nevertheless, the hidden quantum link allows data in the form of photon qubits to be transmitted 

in codes that cannot be broken or intercepted, a technique known as quantum cryptography. In 

this way the quantum properties of light guarantee Internet and telecommunications security for 

financial, industrial, and governmental operations.  
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The wave nature of light can also be exploited to produce remarkable technology, such as 

invisibility cloaking that hides an object from view in an almost magical manner. First achieved 

and announced to enormous interest in 2006, its basic idea can be grasped by imagining that you 

are standing in a flowing brook, trying to determine if there is a rock upstream in the water. If the 

moving water were to splash as it encounters the rock, that would distort the current in a way that 

you could detect downstream. But if instead the water were to flow around the rock and then 

smoothly reform as if it had never been disturbed, the downstream current would show no sign 

of the obstruction.  

An invisibility cloak does the same with light. It is a shield around an object that interacts 

with incoming light waves so that they leave along continuations of their original paths. An 

observer sees only apparently undisturbed light and the object is rendered invisible. Using the 

electromagnetic theory of light waves, researchers have built cloaking structures that 

successfully hide small objects illuminated by microwaves, infrared, or visible light. Extending 

this, we may someday see flexible person-sized cloaks as in the Harry Potter stories.  

Defeating darkness 

These 21st century technologies contrast sharply with an old and familiar technology that 

is critical for humanity, the artificial illumination we take for granted whenever we turn on a 

lamp. The primitive roots of human-made light go too far back in prehistory to be determined, 

but must have originated with fire from a natural phenomenon such as lightning. It is unclear 

when fire first became a true tool for humans or their predecessors, but some limited evidence 

suggests that proto-humans used it as much as a million years ago.  

We definitely know, though, that humans used fire for cooking 30,000 to 50,000 years 

ago and specifically for lighting at least 17,000 years ago. The Paleolithic people who painted 
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vivid animal images on the walls of the Lascaux caves in southwestern France worked by the 

light of lamps found there. These were made from stones with shallow hollows that now contain 

traces of vegetable matter used to ignite animal fat. From these crude beginnings (though some 

lamps were artfully shaped and decorated), artificial lighting has developed along lines that 

followed and sometimes stimulated the science of light. 

The first advances were candles, which date back to Roman times or earlier, and oil 

lamps. Both were employed in the Middle Ages and were later improved. Candles never became 

bright enough for comfortable nighttime reading but a smokeless type was invented in 1825. Oil 

lamps shed more light after the great French chemist Antoine Lavoisier showed that burning 

requires oxygen. In 1780, the Swiss scientist François Pierre Ami Argand designed a lamp with a 

hollow wick and a glass chimney. Rising warm air drew fresh oxygen though these to make a 

hotter flame that burned brighter and whiter. The reason why was not then known, but now 

blackbody theory shows that higher temperature produces more intense light with a color balance 

closer to the Sun’s white light.  

Other advances changed the nature of lighting from individual to systemic. First came the 

discovery of coal gas in the 18th century, a byproduct of coal processing that burned with a bright 

flame. By the 19th century, networks were being built to distribute this and other types of 

illuminating gas from central generators for uses such as street lighting, adopted in Paris in 1820, 

and domestic illumination. This was more efficient than separate oil lamps but gas lighting still 

exhibited the drawbacks of open flame: unwanted heat, the danger of fire, and noxious 

byproducts that affected people’s health and polluted their surroundings.  

A step toward flameless illumination came in the early 1800’s when the British scientist 

Humphrey Davy invented a kind of electrical burning. Connecting a powerful electrical battery 
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to two nearly touching carbon rods, he saw a spark jump or arc across the gap to heat the carbon, 

which glowed with a strong white light. Even into the 20th century, the carbon arc was useful for 

lighting movie sets, but its harsh light and constant need for replacement rods kept it from 

succeeding as a general light source.  

Davy, however, had also noted that electric current passing through a piece of platinum 

heated it to a high temperature. This made it glow or incandesce but threatened to melt the 

platinum. The challenge was to develop a glowing filament that would not melt, or burn as it 

combined with oxygen. Improving on earlier inventions, by 1880 the American inventor Thomas 

Edison had used a filament of carbonized bamboo inside an evacuated glass bulb to create the 

first long lived incandescent lamp, integrated into a complete lighting system. The modern 

version uses a tungsten filament, which has a high melting point, inside a glass globe in which 

the air has been replaced by inert argon and nitrogen.  

Though incandescent lighting is the most widely used type of illumination, it is not the 

most desirable, for only a fraction of the electrical energy entering a light bulb emerges as visible 

light. As a hot blackbody at a temperature of several thousand degrees, the filament emits mostly 

infrared light that is felt as heat, with only a small portion in the visible. It would be better and 

more efficient to generate visible light without heat or unwanted radiation from sources using 

quantum rather than thermal principles. As we have seen, quantized energy levels produce light 

at specific colors in discharge sources such as neon signs. But since we humans have evolved 

under sunlight, we strongly prefer its broad spectrum white light, so quantum lighting must be 

modified to provide acceptable general illumination.  

One approach uses fluorescence, where materials called phosphors absorb short-

wavelength light and re-emit it over a wide range of longer wavelengths. Edison and others 
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experimented with fluorescent lighting in the 19th century but it reached commercial success only 

in the 1950s. A fluorescent lamp consists of a glass tube filled with mercury vapor and excited 

with a voltage, which produces short wavelength ultraviolet light. That is absorbed by an opaque 

phosphor coating the inside of the tube, which re-emits the light over a range of visible 

wavelengths to make the tube glow white.  

The fluorescent process saves energy compared to incandescent lighting, but has its own 

drawbacks. Early fluorescent lamps produced harsh white light with more blue and less red than 

sunlight or incandescent light, which was unflattering to people’s skin tones. Phosphors 

developed since then provide improved color balance but many people still prefer “warmer” 

incandescent lighting. Also, mercury is toxic, so these lamps need careful handling and disposal.  

Fortunately, fluorescent lamps are not the only quantum source. The newest type is the 

light-emitting diode (LED) made of semiconducting materials, the class of crystalline solids 

whose special electrical properties make them essential for digital electronics. Semiconductors 

can produce light through the process of electroluminescence, where a small voltage applied to a 

semiconductor structure called a diode raises its electrons to a higher energy level. When the 

electrons drop back to lower energy, they release photons at a wavelength determined by the 

properties of the semiconductor. 

The first LEDs, invented in the early 1960s, produced only red light. Later other 

semiconducting compounds were developed to generate orange, yellow, and green. These early 

units were tiny dots that were useful only as indicators or readouts for devices like calculators. 

But further development in the mid 1990s led to blue LEDs as well as bigger and brighter units. 

Now it is possible to make white LEDs for general illumination, usually by converting blue light 

into white with a phosphor as in fluorescent lamps.  
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These quantum LED sources bring practical benefits. Because illumination consumes a 

large fraction of the world’s electrical power, high efficiency LED lamps can reduce our 

dependence on fossil fuels without using toxic mercury. LEDs also add a new choice to the array 

of light sources available for decorative and aesthetic purposes, thus expanding the artistic 

impact of light.  

Aesthetic light 

Like natural light, artificial lighting strongly affects art and culture. Light from the stars 

awakened humanity’s curiosity about the universe, and the spiritual power of sunlight has 

influenced how we worship. Likewise, artificial light has altered our sense of the world and our 

very civilization. By making nighttime less to be feared, artificial illumination has contributed to 

the growth of cities and public spaces. By allowing people to read at night, perhaps after a day’s 

work that left no time for reading, it has led to a better educated, more cultivated citizenry.  

Within these influences, the fine and applied arts have also been changed and inspired by 

new light sources, often in unexpected or subtle ways. In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, 

stage actresses opposed the introduction of incandescent theatrical lighting, which they found 

less flattering than candlelight or gaslight. But the brighter incandescent sources showed actors 

more clearly to their audiences. That reduced the need for exaggerated gestures and facial 

expressions, leading to today’s more naturalistic theater. Now versatile lighting produces a huge 

range of stage effects.  

Although art has always been about light, modern visual artists and designers who 

embrace its science and technology can make light a true living presence in their works. These 

practitioners are quick to adopt new advances or to use ordinary sources in creative ways. Within 

a decade of the laser’s invention in 1960, laser beams were appearing in works of art as well as 
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enlivening action films and bringing new excitement to rock concerts. Lasers continue to provide 

spectacular visual effects, as in Hiro Yamagata’s installation Quantum Field X3 (2004) at the 

Guggenheim Museum Bilbao, Spain.  

On the other hand, also in the 1960s, Dan Flavin pioneered the artistic use of established 

sources by producing subtle auras of color from ordinary fluorescent lamps; James Turrell 

heightened the illusory quality of his works through the evenness of fluorescent lighting; and in 

The True Artist Helps the World by Revealing Mystic Truths (1967), Bruce Nauman expressed 

those words in a spiral of red and blue neon lighting, then went on to other works in neon.  

The artistic use of both established and novel light sources is now common. The special 

qualities of fluorescent lamps remain important, for example in Olafur Eliasson’s experiments in 

the perception of light and space such as his permanent outdoor installation Yellow Fog (2008) in 

the center of Vienna. Other contemporary works depend on the latest technology. Jenny Holzer’s 

For SAAM (2007), at the Smithsonian American Art Museum in Washington, DC, is a 

cylindrical column over eight meters tall studded with white LEDs that display various texts 

swirling around the column. Leo Villareal’s Multiverse (2008) surrounds a moving pedestrian 

walkway at the National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC, with thousands of white LEDs that 

rapidly change to give viewers a heightened sense of motion amid hypnotically dazzling patterns. 

Neither of these works could have been created with older types of light sources. 

The power of illumination 

The ability to fully control artificial light is one outcome of the centuries of study that 

humanity has devoted to light, itself testimony to the enduring power of this intangible 

phenomenon. From its early beginnings, light remains pervasive throughout the universe, 
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whether as the cosmic background radiation, the outpouring from our own Sun, or a central part 

of human technology. 

 As beings who see and analyze light, we recognize its importance in human existence 

and our perception of the world. Vision, the most highly developed of our senses, enlists much of 

the brain’s cognitive power to make sense of the flood of energy and information that reaches us 

through our eyes, a flood that also carries spiritual and aesthetic meaning. Even this does not 

fully define the power of light, for it has given humanity the means to escape the night and grow 

as a civilized species.  

This is why humanity has devoted so much thought and effort to making and 

understanding light. From the unimaginable blast of radiance that is a supernova star, to the 

comforting nighttime glow of a lamp, light illuminates us.  

***END*** 
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